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Author ChallengeAuthor ChallengeAuthor ChallengeAuthor Challenge
with Jennifer Killick

Email your submission to 
learning@alexandrapalace.com

HAVE FUN & GOOD LUCK!

Author of Author of 

Crater Lake
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We have joined forces with six celebrated  
children’s authors: Alastair Chisholm, Jennifer Killick, 
Meg Grehan, Elle McNicoll, Katya Balen, and Nicola 
Penfold to give you an insight into the creative writing 
process and deepen your understanding of their books. 

Each author has set you a series of challenges based on 
their much-loved novels. Please send copies of your stories 

and responses to: learning@alexandrapalace.com 

Don’t worry if you  

haven’t read the books. 

Good Luck!

You can still enter the Author  

Challenges, and maybe win a prize 

of book tokens, tickets to GoApe or  

Alexandra Palace Ice Rink.

What's it What's it 

all about?all about?

HelloHello

Will you accept  Will you accept  

       the challenge?
       the challenge?

WOW!
WOW!

 BIBLIO-BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE

Welcome budding novelists 
and reading enthusiasts!

Alastair Chisholm
Alastair Chisholm

Jennifer KillickJennifer Killick

Meg GrehanMeg Grehan

Elle McNicoll Elle McNicoll 

Katya BalenKatya Balen

  Thomas Taylor
  Thomas Taylor



Meet the AuthorMeet the AuthorMeet the AuthorMeet the Author
 BIBLIO-BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE

Jennifer Killick
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Hi, I’m Jennifer Killick and I’ve always 
wanted to be a writer since being at school.   

My favourite things are books, trees and 
fluffy slippers, and my favourite place in  
the world is my home, where I can sit in  

my pyjamas with tea and cake, and come  
up with story ideas.

Hi Jennifer!Hi Jennifer!

Cool, are you ready  
Cool, are you ready  

for the challenge ?
for the challenge ?

Play Video

Press play to  Press play to  

watch the video!
watch the video!

https://youtu.be/kVKgcS45pao
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Email your challenge to 
learning@alexandrapalace.com

In novels, suspense can best be described as an uneasy 
feeling that a reader has when they don’t know what is  

going to happen next. 

A writer creates suspense through a controlled release of 
information to make readers ask questions and become 

eager to find out what happens next. Suspense ensures the 
reader will have enough interest to continue reading  

to the end of the novel. 

Author’s create suspense by:

1. Creating an unreliable narrator 

 2. Using time constraints

 3. Keeping the stakes high

 4. Applying pressure

 5. Creating dilemmas

 6. Complicating matters 

 7. Creating a really good villain

Using the list above, note down some 
of the ways suspense is created in  

Crater Lake?

I'm ready!I'm ready!SuspenseSuspenseSuspenseSuspense

I'm eager to I'm eager to 

find out what find out what 

happens next!happens next!

ooooooooo ooooooooo 
I'm nervous?I'm nervous?
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Writing stories filled with suspense is incredibly fun,  
and can make you feel powerful as a writer. Imagine you 
have a secret to reveal, but you don’t want to uncover it 

until the perfect moment – so that the people you’re  
telling are hanging on to every word you say and  

desperate to know the secret.

For example, let’s imagine that you found something 
exciting, creepy or horrible in the woods. You need to set 

the scene so that the reader is right there with you.  
 

Try to describe what’s around you as you move through 
the woods – what can you see, hear, smell and feel? 

Really think about your vocabulary – you don’t need lots 
of adjectives, just a few perfect ones to create the right 
atmosphere. Start to build the suspense, dropping little 

hints, one at a time, as you play out the scene.  
 

Take a step forward – did you hear a twig cracking in the 
trees ahead of you? Another step, and perhaps a flock of 
birds bursts into the air, shrieking and making you jump. 
Another step, and you can see something shadowy in the 

undergrowth ahead of you. The next step and there’s a 
smell seeping out of the shadows.  

 
Take time over the moment before you finally see the 
secret. Picture your readers, eyes wide, holding their 
breath, and make them wait just a little bit longer…  

Then hit them with the reveal.

Tell the story of how you, or your characters, found 
something intriguing in the woods, or at school, or in your 
attic, or somewhere else. Try to build the suspense so that 

your reader is desperate to know what you found.

Maybe there Maybe there 

 is a strange  is a strange 

 buzzing  buzzing 
 sound... sound...

If you choose to accept
!

If you choose to accept
!

Building Suspense

Your Mission...

Good Luck

What will What will 

your secret  your secret  

bee?bee?

Jennifer xoJennifer xo

DUN DUN  DUN DUN  

            DUUNNN!
            DUUNNN!

Jennifer’s ChallengeJennifer’s ChallengeJennifer’s ChallengeJennifer’s Challenge



Wow! Great Wow! Great 

suggestionssuggestions

 Alexandra Palace Children’s Book Award

Further ReadingFurther ReadingFurther ReadingFurther Reading

More Biblio-Buzz Resources
You can find more guides for the 2021 reading list at

www.alexandrapalace.com/learning

If you loved reading Crater Lake, then maybe check out:
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The Zumbies are on the 
rampage - members of the 

Cherry Tree Lane zumba class 
are apparently dying and then 
mysteriously coming back to 
life! Alex, Jess and Dave have 
to put a stop to it before Alex's 
mum and nan join the living 
Zumba dead or there'll be no 

family Christmas.

When twelve-year-old, UFO-
obsessed, Lucy Sladan 

sneaks out in the middle of a 
thunderstorm to investigate the 

unexplained disappearances 
in her hometown of Sticky 

Pines, she finds more than she 
bargained for: a huge hairy 

creature, a thirteen-year-old 
stranger named Milo Fisher 

and a deep-rooted secret.

Something weird is happening at 
school: teachers are disappearing 

and being replaced by food-
obsessed Aunties intent on 

fattening everyone up! When his 
music teacher vanishes, putting 

a halt to Humza’s rapper dreams, 
he’s determined to figure out 

what’s going on – and then things 
start to get really crazy...

Alex Sparrow Series The Bigwoof ConspiracyLittle Badman and 
the Invasion of the 

Killer Auntiesby Jennifer Killick by Dashe Roberts

by Henry White and 

Humza Arshad

Excellent,Excellent,

               T
hanks!

               T
hanks!

Yessss!Yessss!
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Yours will BEE
Yours will BEE

BRILLIANT!BRILLIANT!

Have Fun!Have Fun!

Lets go!Lets go!

 Alexandra Palace Children’s Book Award

Author ChallengesAuthor ChallengesAuthor ChallengesAuthor Challenges
Look out for more challenges

 buzzing around throughout June

Challenges close end of June 2021

The authors are looking forward to reading your submissions 
so don't forget to send them in to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Prizes for the best submissions will be announced in July.
Email your submissions to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Alastair Chisholm

        Good luck!        Good luck!

                 
 xo

                 
 xo

Meg Grehan Elle McNicoll

Katya Balen Nicola Penfold


